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ABSTRACT We introduce isQ, a new software stack for quantum programming in an imperative pro-
gramming language, also named isQ. The aim of isQ is to make programmers write quantum programs
as conveniently as possible. In particular, 1) the isQ language and its compiler contain many useful features,
including but not limited to classical control flow, such as recursion, decomposition of self-defined unitary
gates, and oracle programming and its circuit realization. 2) To make it flexible, an isQ program can be
compiled into several different kinds of intermediate representation and assemblies, including QIR, eQASM,
OpenQASM 3.0, and QCIS (specially tailored for the superconducting quantum hardware at the University
of Science and Technology of China). 3) Besides interfacing isQ with real superconducting hardware, a
QIR simulator is also developed for the demonstration and testing of isQ programs. The isQ software stack
encompasses abundant compiler optimizations of high-level quantum programs. To realize it, a distinct
multilevel intermediate representation (MLIR) dialect name isQ-IR is proposed.

INDEX TERMS Compilers, programming languages, quantum computing stacks.

I. INTRODUCTION
Recent progress in quantum hardware has convinced peo-
ple of the possibility that quantum computers outperform
their classical predecessors in solving some important prob-
lems [1], [2], [3], [4]. As quantum hardware keeps advancing,
we have entered a noisy-intermediate-scale-quantum (NISQ)
era. However, just like classical computers, quantum hard-
ware cannot unleash its full power unless equipped with a
series of quantum computing software, including but not
limited to the following:
1) quantum programming language(s) for writing quan-

tum programs;
2) quantum compilers for transformation and optimiza-

tion of quantum programs, as well as compiling quan-
tum programs to different hardware, e.g., supercon-
ducting and trapped-ion devices;

3) quantum simulators for debugging small-scale quan-
tum programs.

This article presents isQ, an integrated software stack for
quantum programming.

The structure of isQ is visualized in Fig. 1. isQ was first
proposed as an experimental and educational language. The
first version of its compiler was implemented in Python using
the PLY [5] module, converting the abstract syntax tree from
the input isQ programs directly into a modified Quil interme-
diate representation (IR) [6]. The original isQ language has
limited features, and the compiler is not extensible, e.g., it is
hard to implement sophisticated compiler optimizations [7].
To design a more powerful software stack that permits more
language features and various compiler optimizations, we
extended the isQ language and reimplemented the compiler
based on multilevel intermediate representation (MLIR) [8]
infrastructure. Specifically, we designed isQ-IR, an MLIR
dialect, as our compiler frontend target and implemented
various transformation passes that are useful for compiling
quantum programs, e.g., gate decomposition and qubit map-
ping. We also implemented code generators that convert isQ-
IR to different kinds of low-level and assemblies, including
QIR [9], eQASM [10], OpenQASM 3.0 [11], and QCIS [12].
Main Contributions: More explicitly, the contributions of
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FIGURE 1. Structure of isQ compilation stack. The compiler first compiles the input programs into isQ-IR and then generates the target codes, such as
QCIS, OpenQASM 3.0, and QIR. Optimizations are permitted throughout the whole compilation process. Finally, the output QCIS and QIR codes could be
executed on corresponding hardware and simulators.

1) We propose an imperative quantum programming lan-
guage named isQ.

2) We propose isQ-IR, an IR for quantum programs,
leveraging MLIR [8] dialect infrastructure and rep-
resenting qubit dataflow in static-single-assignment
(SSA) form, thus allowing flexible transformations of
quantum programs.

3) Around isQ-IR, we built a versatile software stack: we
implement a compiler that can compile isQ programs
into isQ-IR; then, we leverage the MLIR framework
to transform and optimize quantum programs in isQ-
IR, and lower isQ-IR into multiple backends including
QIR, OpenQASM 3, and real-device QCIS.
a) isQ programs can be easily lowered to QIR.

Moreover, for debugging purposes, we imple-
mented our own QIR simulator that can execute
QIR programs compiled by the isQ compiler.
The simulator provides an interface for support-
ing different backends, including built-in CPU
and compute unified device architecture (CUDA)
backends.

b) isQ programs without feedback control can be
compiled to QCIS assembly, which can be exe-
cuted on the superconducting quantum hardware
at the University of Science and Technology of
China (USTC).

c) isQ-IR can also be compiled into OpenQASM
3.0, while most high-level structures in isQ can
be preserved and converted to OpenQASM 3.0
control flow.

The source code of the isQ project is in [13]. A simple help
document with a download link to an executable of isQ could
also be found in [14].

II. RELATED WORKS
A. QUANTUM PROGRAMMING LANGUAGES AND
COMPILERS
In [15] and [16], the theoretical foundations of quantum pro-
gramming are introduced. Meanwhile, a series of works in
quantum programming languages and compilers [17], [18],
[19], [20], [21], [22], [23], [24], [25] targeting different levels
of abstraction are proposed. For example, Qiskit [18], pro-
posed by IBM, is a well-established and popular Pythonic
circuit construction framework for OpenQASM 2 [26] and
OpenQASM 3 [11], which allows classical control flow and
can run on IBM’s hardware backends. There are also lan-
guages such as Q# [19] and Silq [20] that support pow-
erful language features. Q# has its independent compiler,
and compiled quantum programs can be executed on real
hardware or the simulator while Silq programs can only run
on a simulator.
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A closely related work proposed previously is QCOR [23],
which also aims at building a practical and versatile quan-
tum programming software stack. QCOR modified Clang so
that quantum kernels (written in various quantum program-
ming languages) could be interleaved with C++ source code,
allowing existing C++ libraries to be imported out of conve-
nience for quantum programmers, e.g., the gradient descent
methods in variational quantum algorithms. By proposing its
own compiler framework, XACC [27], QCOR can compile
one quantum program into multiple backends.
While many of these works provide abundant optimiza-

tions at the quantum circuit level, one of the most distinctive
features of the isQ software stack is its compiler optimiza-
tions on high-level program structures. These optimizations
could be accomplished without unrolling the programs into
static quantum circuits. In particular, a quantum loop struc-
ture is considered, which is elaborated in Section V-C.

B. QUANTUM IRs
Many quantum compilers employed their own IR to trans-
form and optimize quantum programs. For example, XACC
defines a general IR for representing quantum programs, al-
lowing compiling from various quantum programming lan-
guages to various backends. ScaffCC [28] extended LLVM
IR to represent quantum operations to leverage the LLVM
framework for analyzing quantum programs, as well as
relying on LLVM to enable fast code generation (called
instrumentation-driven approach). QIR [9], one compilation
target of our toolchain, is another LLVM-based IR that intro-
duces quantum functionality by using LLVMs opaque struct
mechanism. Quantum MLIR dialect [29] is proposed to use
MLIR to fill the gap between quantum languages and QIR.
These IRs usually choose to model quantum operations

as “opaque operations.” While this allows an easy IR defini-
tion and implementation, this IR form obscures the quantum
dataflow between gates in the program, adds to difficulties
in tracking and recording qubits over quantum gates, and,
therefore, adds to difficulties in performing optimizations on
the program.
There have also been several works using SSA for rep-

resenting quantum programs. QIRO [30] is proposed as an
MLIR dialect that allows exposure of quantum dataflow as
use-def chains, thus allowing quantum dataflow analysis and
optimizations. QSSA [31] further proposed a single-use anal-
ysis to statically check if the no-cloning theorem is obeyed
in the program. Both IRs share some commonalities: For
example, they defined a handful of native gates as primi-
tive operations; instead of using MLIRs memref dialect de-
signed for representing memory, they both invented their
own extract-merge styled array SSA [32] for representing
multiqubit registers.
Compared with these MLIR-based SSA IRs, isQ-IR is de-

signed with extensibility and MLIR interoperability in mind.
To achieve extensibility, for example, no built-in gates are
defined by isQ-IR; instead, isQ-IR introduces a unified way

of defining and using gates, applying modifiers to defined
gates, and marking gates with special properties, thus allow-
ing generic transformation passes based on gate properties
to be easily implemented. For interoperability, isQ-IR com-
plies with MLIRs philosophy of modular dialect definitions
by reusing MLIR built-in dialects and passes when possible
instead of reinventing the wheel; this allows our compiler to
benefit from MLIRs powerful built-in analysis to optimize
quantum programs.

C. REAL-TIME CLASSICAL CONTROL VERSUS HYBRID
CLASSICAL-QUANTUM COMPUTING
Many quantum programming languages and software sup-
port combining the power of classical and quantum com-
puting. There are roughly two types of cooperation between
the classical and quantum parts: 1) hybrid classical-quantum
computing and 2) real-time classical control.1

Hybrid classical-quantum computing executes by per-
forming quantum computation and classical computation al-
ternatively. This is usually done on a classical computer con-
nected to a quantum device. The classical computer first up-
loads a simple quantum kernel to the quantum device, waits
for the quantum device to finish executing the kernel, and
collects its execution results. The classical computer then
performs some classical computation and uploads the next
quantum kernel. Note that between two executions of the
quantum kernel, the quantum device is reset, and the state
of qubits cannot be preserved between the two executions.
Examples of such hybrid quantum algorithms in the NISQ
era include VQE [33] and QAOA [34].
Real-time classical control allows classical computation to

be interleaved with quantum computation within one deco-
herence time. This often comes with support for intermediate
measurements (i.e., measuring some qubits in the middle
of the program) and classical control flow constructs like
branching statements, loops, and recursions. Since the de-
coherence time of near-term quantum devices is very short,
the real-time classical computation is usually carried out on
the near-qubit microcontroller, usually implemented on a
field programmable gate array (FPGA) chip [10], [35], rather
than on an external CPU. Allowing real-time classical con-
trol flows could help simplify the design of some quantum
algorithms, e.g., reducing the number of ancilla quantum
qubits [36], [37] used, and reducing the circuit depth such
as preparing a cat state [38]. Moreover, this kind of real-time
feedback control is indispensable for implementing quantum
error-correcting codes [39], [40].

Many quantum programming languages and toolchains
support hybrid classical-quantum programs [18], [23], [25],
[41], [42], [43], usually by adding support for construct-
ing and launching quantum kernels [e.g., OpenQASM or
embedded domain-specific language (DSL) in Python] in
a commonly-used programming language (e.g., C++ or

1In [11], these two types of classical computations are also referred to as
near-time classical computing and real-time classical computing.
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Python). Recently, with the progress of quantum control
hardware, there have been quantum programming languages
also providing support for real-time classical control [11],
[18], [22]. Our isQ software stack supports real-time clas-
sical control in isQ language and supports near-time hybrid
computing by providing Pythonic wrappers for interaction
between quantum kernels and classical computers. See the
work in [14] for an example of computing the ground state
energy of a hydrogen molecule.

III. ISQ PROGRAMMING LANGUAGE
We designed isQ as a simple yet powerful imperative lan-
guage for writing quantum programs. isQ assumes that the
program is run on a classical processor with real-time access
to qubits and real-time measurement feedback control; if the
program does not use any feedback control, isQ can also be
compiled into flat quantum circuits.
Example III.1: We first give a simple program written in

isQ simulating quantum teleportation of one qubit, showing
the most basic features and the style of isQ language. More
examples are given in Section V.

A. CORE CONSTRUCTS
We introduce some basic features of isQ for quantum-
classical hybrid programming.

1) QUANTUM COMPUTING CAPABILITY
isQ provides basic support for computing using qubits: qubit
allocation, quantum gates, and measurements. isQ allows
allocating qubits in local scopes, which will be automatically
traced out when these qubits go out of the scope; a handful of
standard gates, both fixed and parametric, as well as compu-
tational basis measurement, are given as built-in operations.

2) CLASSICAL COMPUTATION AND CLASSICAL CONTROL
isQ provides support for real-time classical computation dur-
ing the execution of quantum programs, including integer
arithmetic and float-point arithmetic ope. isQ also provides

structured classical control flow constructs support includ-
ing if-statements, for- and while-loops, and procedure calls.
Moreover, isQ allows parametric gates to accept floating-
point values, a powerful type of classical control on quantum
devices.

B. NOTABLE LANGUAGE FEATURES
Next, we describe several notable high-level features of isQ
in detail, which are as follows.

1) USER-DEFINED GATES
isQ introduces two ways for defining new quantum gates by
users: 1) by specifying a unitary matrix and 2) by specifying
a procedure.
Gate definition by unitary matrix: isQ allows developers

to define new gates by directly specifying the unitary matrix
of the gate. The unitarity of the matrix is checked on the
compilation of the program.
Gate definition by procedure: isQ allows user-defined

gates by adding “ deriving gate” notation to a procedure def-
inition. However, this leads to the problem that an arbitrary
procedure may not describe a unitary quantum gate, e.g.,
the procedure contains measurements. Moreover, we want to
support defining parametric quantum gates by specifying a
procedure with classical parameters.
We address the following constraints for a procedure to be

used as a gate definition.

1) The parameters of the procedure must start with zero
or more classical (i.e., Boolean, floating, and integer)
parameters and then zero or more qbit parameters. No
arrays are allowed. Thus, all user-defined gates are
fixed-sized.

2) The procedure should have no return value.
3) If an adjoint version of the gate is used, no classical

control flow statements should appear in the procedure
body.

4) No measurement or side effects are allowed in the pro-
cedure body.

5) While ancilla qubit allocation is allowed, the program-
mer should guarantee that all ancilla qubits are reset to
|0〉 when released.

Example III.2: We hereby define aU3 gate using a proce-
dure that accepts three angles and one qubit

U3(θ, φ, λ) = ei(φ+λ)/2RZ (φ)RY (θ )RZ (λ) (1)

=
(

cos θ
2 −eiλ sin θ

2
eiφ sin θ

2 e
i(φ+λ) cos θ

2

)
. (2)
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2) DECORATED GATES AND GATE DERIVING NOTATION
Controlled and adjoint quantum gates have been proven
useful in constructing quantum circuits. isQ supports
using quantum gates in their decorated form, i.e., in
(multi)controlled or adjoint (inverse) version as follows.

1) “ctrl〈N〉” can be added before gate calling to add N
controller bits to the gate. 〈N〉 can be omitted for
N = 1.

2) “nctrl〈N〉” can be added to add N negated-controller
bits to the gate, i.e., appending X gates before and after
controller bits. 〈N〉 can be omitted for N = 1.

3) “inv” can be added to use the adjoint (inverse) version
of the gate.

When decorated forms of user-defined gates are used, isQ
will automatically generate controlled and adjoint versions
of these gates. For controlled gates, new qubit parameters are
inserted after the classical parameters and before the original
qbit parameters.
Example III.3: For the example above, if we want to per-

form a controlledU3 gate on two qubits a and b, we need to
write

In this example, a is the control qubit, and b is the target
qubit.

3) ORACLE SUPPORT
Quantum oracles are important constructs in quantum algo-
rithms like Grover search [44] or recursive Fourier sampling
(RFS) [45]. Currently, isQ language permits oracle definition
by directly writing out the truth table of oracle functions
with type f : {0, 1}m → {0, 1}n, or using a simple expression
containing some input variable(s).
Example III.4: For Boolean function f (x, y) = x ∧ ¬y,

we may define a quantum oracle computing the function as

F |a0a1b〉 = |a0a1〉 |b⊕ (a0 ∧ ¬a1)〉 . (3)

isQ allows defining the oracle gate in different ways. After
defining the oracle, it can be used directly as a quantum gate

4) BUNDLE OPERATION
isQ provides a compact way named bundle operation for
expressing parallel quantum operations. If a quantum gate
or measurement is applied to all or a slice of the qubits in an
array, the array or the slice can be used as the arguments of the
functions. To represent a slice of an array, we adopt a syntax

similar to the one used in Python. A slice contains three
parts that represent the start index, end index (excluded),
and incremental step, respectively, separated by two colons
(:). These parts can be omitted, and default values would be
applied.
Example III.5: The following code example shows the

usage of bundle operations:

Note that the bundle operation can also be used in mul-
tiqubit gates, e.g., cnot. In that case, the number of actual
operations is determined by the shortest array or slice, i.e.,
q[:: 3], in the previous case.

IV. iSQ COMPILER ARCHITECTURE
In this section, we describe the design of our compiler that
provides fundamental support for features of the isQ lan-
guage. The compiler is based on MLIR [8] infrastructure, a
highly extensible compiler framework that supports repre-
sentation, transformation, and code generation for domain-
specific computing, e.g., neural network and circuit logic.
Specifically, for our purpose, the following statements hold.

1) We defined isQ-IR, an MLIR dialect supporting cer-
tain quantum operations, as our IR for representing
and transforming quantum programs. Our isQ frontend
generates isQ-IR directly.

2) Based on MLIR’s powerful general IR transformation
framework, we utilized both existing general transfor-
mation passes provided by MLIR, as well as our own
quantum-specific transformation passes, to transform
and optimize quantum programs. In particular, many
optimizations on high-level program structures are im-
plemented.

3) By utilizing MLIRs code generation and lowering in-
frastructure, we are able to generate different types of
output code, including both high-level representations
like QIR and OpenQASM 3.0 [11] and low-level real-
device instruction sets like QCIS.

A. DIALECT DEFINITION OF ISQ-IR
The principles for defining our isQ-IR dialect include the
following.

1) Allowing easy reuse of compilation infrastructures
provided by MLIR, including compilation infrastruc-
tures originally designed for transforming classical
programs. We designed our dialect in integration with
existing MLIR dialects (scf, affine, memref, etc.) and
only added a minimum number of required operations
enough for quantum programs while preserving the
necessary properties for quantum-agnostic transforma-
tion passes to transform the IR correctly.
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2) Facilitating gate-level optimizations. We adopted an
SSA form of representing qubit dataflow, which al-
lows local quantum-circuit fragments to be exposed
as def-use chains by a memory dependency analysis.
MLIRs powerful rewrite framework also simplifies the
definition of gate identities and transformations.

3) Preserving high-level program structures. isQ-IR al-
lows high-level program information, e.g., decorated
gates, built-in gate optimization hints, and gate defi-
nition by matrices and oracles, to be represented. We
can perform high-level optimizations (e.g., canceling
out user-defined UU†), lower the high-level opera-
tions (e.g., inlining and gate-decomposition), perform
low-level optimizations, and finally generate low-level
code.

4) Allowing extension for future features. Our dialect is
designed to be extensible so that we can add more
features easily, e.g., new compilation passes and new
ways of defining gates.

1) NEW MLIR TYPES
isQ-IR represents quantum dataflow in SSA form. isQ-IR
defined two new types for describing quantum programs:
!isq.qstate and !isq.gate〈N, hints〉.

!isq.qstate (referred to as qstate for short) represents
an intermediate state (which may be entangled with other
qubits) of a single qubit, which can be seen as an “open
wire” in a quantum circuit fragment. We do not define new
types for representing qubits or qubit arrays; instead, we
model them using memref〈n× !isq.qstate〉. Qubit alloca-
tion/deallocation is represented by memref.alloc and mem-
ref.free; for quantum operations, we need to use mem-
ref.load operation (or affine.load) to extract the qstate out,
perform operations to obtain a new value, and use mem-
ref.store (or affine.store) to store it back.
Using quantum SSA representation poses additional re-

quirements for legality, which are as follows.

1) Every qstate must be stored in the exact memory loca-
tion where it was loaded from. This is guaranteed by
our input IR.

2) Two qstates that are both “alive” at a certain point of
a program must belong to two different qubits. They
should be seen as distinct “open wires” in a quantum
circuit, on which we can safely perform multiqubit
gates or freely switch gates on disjoint qubits.

3) Passes should not introduce qstates that are not finally
stored back to its memref or store an invalid qstate
back. This condition ensures that there are no extra un-
used !isq.apply statements. To meet this requirement,
our gate rewrite passes carefully remove redundant
SSA values and the store operations that are associated
with them.

!isq.gate〈N,hints〉 represents a pure quantum N-qubit
gate as an SSA value that can be decorated, applied to qubits,

and passed around. hints in the gate type describes special
properties about the gate. Currently, supported hints include
the following.

1) hermitian, indicating that the gate is Hermitian, e.g.,
cnot, H.

2) diagonal, indicating that the gate has a diagonal matrix
form, e.g., CZ, RZ .

3) antidiagonal, indicating that the single-qubit gate is
antidiagonal, e.g., X .

4) symmetric, indicating that the order of gate operands
does not matter, e.g., SWAP and CZ gates.

5) phase, indicating the gate is in the form Un =∑
0�i<2n−1 |i〉 〈i| + eiθ |111 · · · 1〉 〈111 · · · 1|. All

phase gates are naturally diagonal and symmetric.

2) NEW OPERATIONS
Table 1 lists isQ-IR-defined MLIR operations. Instead of
defining a built-in basic gate set in the IR, all gates are defined
through isq.defgate. Both nonparametric gate and paramet-
ric gate families can be defined. The operation is attached
with an attribute “definition,” allowing specifying multiple
ways of defining the operation, as follows:

1) “qir,” definition by a QIR [9] function;
2) “unitary,” specifying a unitary matrix definition;
3) “oracle,” specifying an oracle truth-table definition;
4) “decomposition,” specifying gate decomposition by a

builtin.func.

A builtin.func can be used to describe a decomposition of
a gate only if the following holds.

1) The function accepts gate parameters and n qstates as
arguments exactly.

2) The function returns an n-qstate tuple exactly.
3) Returned qstates correspond to argument qstates in ex-

act order.
4) There are no external quantum operation calls (e.g.,

measurements) in the function body.
5) For autogeneration of the adjoint version, the function

should only consist of one basic block and contains no
operations with subregions.

Note that these requirements correspond with our require-
ments for gate-defined procedures in the isQ language. These
requirements allow us to automatically generate a controlled
(and adjoint) version of a gate.
A defined gate can be referenced using isq.use operation.

If the gate has classical parameters, they must be specified as
operands of isq.use. A gate can then be applied to qstates us-
ing an isq.apply operation, returning new SSA qstate values
that can be applied on by the next gates or stored back.
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TABLE 1. New MLIR Operations Defined by isQ-IR

isq.decorate is added to represent decorated (controlled
and adjoint) operations. An isq.decorate operation is at-
tached with two attributes, ctrl and adjoint. The ctrl at-
tribute is a list of Boolean values, where “false” indicates
the corresponding controller bit is negated. The operand of
isq.decorate is an !isq.gate, and the result is also an !isq.gate
with correct size and hints as follows.

1) Adding controller bits increases the gate size.
2) Adjoint version of the Hermitian gate is equivalent to

an nonadjoint version.
3) Adjoint version of diagonal is still diagonal. The same

is true for antidiagonal and symmetric.
4) Controlled diagonal gates are still diagonal gates. The

same is true for positively-controlled phase gates.

isq.declare_qop represents external quantum operations
other than pure gates (e.g., measurements) that can be called
by isq.call_qop that operates on zero or more qubits and zero
or more classical inputs, interacts with the external environ-
ment, and return zero or more classical output.
We use signature [n](input ) → out put to represent a quan-

tum operation that works on n qstates and classical values
input, returning n qstates and classical values out put. For
example, (computational basis) measurement is an operation
that operates on one qubit and yields an i1 value and, thus,
has signature [1]() → i1. This is equivalent to traditional
function signature (!isq.qstate) → (!isq.qstate, i1). The sig-
nature for qubit reset is [1]() → (), and for printing integer
[0](index) → ().

Several auxiliary operations are defined as well.
isq.downgrade removes hints from a gate’s type signature so
that the gate fits into other operations that require a different
yet compatible type of gate as arguments. isq.apply_gphase
and isq.accumulate_gphase are defined as side-effective for
applying global phase. While global phases have no effect,
generating controlled versions of user-defined gates requires
the global phase to be preserved.
Example IV.1: Consider the following function definition.

The gates on ancilla qubit %Q introduce global phase (−1)
to the system and can be optimized out. However, if we try

to generate a controlled version of this function, eliminating
them early will result in an error in a relative phase.

isq.apply_gphase accepts an !isq.gate〈0〉, indicating ap-
plying the specified global phase to the system. When be-
ing “controlled,” they will be converted to isq.apply op-
erations. isq.accumulate_gphase operates on memref〈? ×
!isq.qstate〉 so that the corresponding local qubits are con-
sidered “alive” and will not be optimized out.
Global phase operations can be simply removed after gen-

erating all controlled versions of gates. In the example above,
in the function for the original gate, we can safely remove
%Q and corresponding gates while in the function for the
controlled-gate %Q will be preserved.

B. TRANSFORMATIONS ON ISQ-IR
1) REUSED CLASSICAL TRANSFORMATION PASSES
Our definition of isQ-IR allows for multiple transformation
passes provided by MLIR to be reused without modification.

1) Canonicalization, CSE, Symbol-DCE: these are useful
SSA transformations that could be used to simplify
code and remove unnecessary computation.

2) Memref subview folding: recognized as “fold-memref-
subview-ops” in MLIR. This pass removes proba-
ble redundant memref.subview ops generated by our
front end, thus removing unnecessary potential mem-
ory aliasing and simplifying store-load forwarding.
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3) Store-load forwarding: recognized as “affine-scalrep”
in MLIR. This pass can be used to forward
affine.store-d SSA values to following affine.load,
thus exposing the use-def chain that we need for gate
cancellation.

4) Loop unrolling: recognized as “affine-loop-unroll” in
MLIR. This pass unrolls loops in the program and is
useful for canceling more gates when targeting real
devices.

5) MLIR built-in lowering passes:These are useful passes
for lowering other MLIR dialects to QIR.

2) GATE-LEVEL TRANSFORMATION PASSES
Leveraging MLIRs rewrite framework, we implemented a
handful of transformations that decompose and transform the
quantum part of the program.
Canonicalization: Several useful local peephole optimiza-

tion patterns are added to MLIRs canonicalizer, executed
after every transformation pass.

1) Decorate-op folding: A rewrite pattern that folds two
consecutive isq.decorate operations into one.

2) Gate cancellation: Rewrite pattern that cancels out
pairs of Hermitian gates andUU† gate pairs.

3) Symmetric operand rearranging:When all inputs of a
symmetric gate are from outputs of one gate, reorder
the operands to match the output order of the previous
gate. This is useful for canceling two CZ gates in “re-
verse” directions.

4) CZ cancellation by commutation: Two CZ gates on
the same pair of qubits, if there are no gates or only
diagonal gates between them, can be canceled out.

Recognize famous gates: This pass inserts the definition of
isQ builtin gates, including Paulis, Pauli rotations,U3, cnot,
and Tof f oli.
Pauli-rotation to U3: This pass converts all parametric

Pauli rotations into parametricU3 gates.
Fold decorate gates: This pass folds all isq.decorate op-

erations, which are as follows.

1) Negated controller bits are eliminated by inserting X
gates.

2) For matrix-defined gates, a newmatrix definition of the
decorated gate is generated.

3) For decomposition-defined gates, the builtin.func is
cloned and modified by adding controller bits and/or
inverting the gate sequence.

After this pass, global phase auxiliary operations can be
removed.
Decompose controlled U3: This pass decomposes con-

trolled, parametricU3 gate using AXBXC rule [46], resulting
in controlled-X , controlled-GPhase (controlled phase shift),
and RZ and RY operations. Controlled-X and controlled-
GPhase are decomposed recursively according to the work
in [46]. This pass eliminates all controlled parametric gates.

Decompose known matrices: This pass decomposes
unitary-matrix-defined gates into a bunch of basic gates using
quantum Shannon decomposition [47]. Till now, all gates are
basic gates.
Remove trivial gates: This pass removes constant gates

that are very close to the identity gate.
Oracle synthesis: This pass parses the defined oracles and

converts them into reversible circuits. To enhance the perfor-
mance, we adopt algorithms such as the Quine-McCluskey
algorithm and implement some optimizations like the reuse
of dirty ancilla qubits.

3) HIGH-LEVEL PROGRAM STRUCTURE TRANSFORMATION
PASSES
Moreover, some transformation passes on high-level pro-
gram structures are implemented within isQ-IR. These
transformation passes directly optimize high-level pro-
gram structures without unrolling them into quantum
circuits.
Example IV.2: Consider the following two lines of isQ

codes:

Here, q is a qubit array, and a, b are two classical vari-
ables. We cannot directly cancel out these two Hadamard
gates since the values of a and b are uncertain until run-
time. Therefore, the compiler does not know beforehand
whether they can be executed in parallel. However, consider-
ing that quantum operations are usually more expensive than
classical operations, the codes could be converted into the
following form with the semantics unchanged:

This simple example above shows that optimizations on
high-level program structures may sometimes bring benefit.
Within isQ-IR, we implement some characteristic optimiza-
tions targeted at structures like for-loop and recursion, which
are elaborated in Sections V-C and V-D.

C. ISQ-IR TO DIFFERENT LOW-LEVEL IRs
1) LOWER TO QIR
After these passes, we defined lowering passes to convert
isQ-IR to QIR.
Expand decomposition: Replace all gates defined by de-

composition with builtin.call to decomposition function or
QIR stub.
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Reg2mem: Finally, we convert qstate to auxiliary type
!isq.qir.qubit and gate applications to QIR calls. Mea-
surements, resets, and print operations, represented using
isq.call_qop, are converted to corresponding QIR functions.
Lower to LLVM: lower auxiliary type !isq.qir.qubit to

llvm.struct〈“Qubit”, opaque〉, the corresponding type in
QIR. Applying lowering rules of other dialects (affine, scf,
etc.) results in legal QIR.

2) CODEGEN TO QCIS
Our isQ compiler supports generating QCIS assembly that
can execute on superconducting hardware. Challenges for
targeting QCIS superconducting hardware include the fol-
lowing.

1) QCIS hardware uses a different instruction set: for
single-qubit parametric gates, QCIS supports RZ ; for
two-qubit gates, QCIS provides CZ instead of cnot.
Therefore, retargeting gates in the program are re-
quired.

2) QCIS hardware does not support classical control flow
or feedback control. The “quantum” part of our pro-
gram must be extracted and flattened.

3) Superconducting hardware has qubit connectivity con-
straints. Qubit mapping is required to map logical
qubits in the isQ program onto real hardware qubits.

To solve these problems, we proposed new passes to con-
vert an isQ program into a valid QCIS assembly that can
execute on real devices.

1) We first check input isQ-IR to make sure there are no
reset statements or uses of measurement results. This
prevents feedback control in the program.

2) We retarget gates in the program into QCIS instruction
set by converting cnot into H-CZ-H triples and U3
into RZ,X2P,X2M [12], [18].

3) We extract all quantum gates by executing the program
on our simulator and collect every gate call. This effec-
tively flattens high-level control flow structures in the
program (loops and conditional branches) into a gate
list.

4) We perform qubit mapping on the collected gate list
by our qubit mapper based on the work in [48], gener-
ating QCIS assembly executable on superconducting
hardware.

3) CODEGEN TO OPENQASM 3.0
We implemented a direct code generator from isQ-IR to
logical-level OpenQASM 3.0, a high-level quantum assem-
bly language with control flow support. Since the control
flow primitives in OpenQASM3 are high-level ones (e.g., if-
statement, while-statements) instead of low-level ones (e.g.,
goto statements, basic blocks), we map structured MLIR
control-flow operations directly to OpenQASM3, e.g., scf.if
onto if-statements, affine.for onto for-statements.

FIGURE 2. 7-qubit Bernstein–Vazirani circuit with the secret string as
110111.

V. EXAMPLES
In this section, we present several illustrative implementa-
tions of some interesting quantum algorithms that can clearly
manifest the main features of isQ.

A. PURE QUANTUM PROGRAM
We use a simple example, Fourier sampling, also called the
Bernstein–Vazirani algorithm [49], to show the main work-
flow of isQ software stack, from isQ language to hardware-
supported QCIS assembly.
Example V.1 (Bernstein–Vazirani algorithm): Assume a

function generates a Boolean value by

f (x) = s · x (mod 2)

where s is a “secret string” and the dot (·) represents bit-
wise product sum. Bernstei–Vazirani algorithm computes s
by applying f once. We first give the implementation of a
small-scale Bernstein–Vazirani algorithm on seven qubits,
with s = 110111.

The above isQ program represents a 7-qubit circuit shown
in Fig. 2. Note that H gates and measurement are bundle
operations that are applied to all the qubits. After canoni-
calization and constant folding, the program above can be
compiled to the following isQ-IR:
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FIGURE 3. Optimized circuit whose original form is shown in Fig. 2.

First, we perform loop unrolling to obtain unrolled loop
kernel

Applying MLIR-builtin load-store forwarding pass is able
to recover the dataflow on q[6] and other qubits

Now qubit data dependency is exposed by the use-def
chain upon which our quantum passes can take effects: A
conversion pass converts cnot into CZ and H supported by
QCIS while the canonicalizer eliminates consecutive H gate
pairs on q[2], effectively eliminating the qubit. The circuit
form of the program at this point is given in Fig. 3.

FIGURE 4. Qubit topology of a 56-qubit processor in our experiments.
Gray nodes represent unavailable qubits on the device. Green and blue
qubits are used qubits. Red edge indicates a SWAP gate is inserted here
during qubit mapping.

To extract the flattened circuit, we first lower isQ-IR to
auxiliary QIR form

The snippet will be further lowered to QIR, compiled
by LLVM, and linked with our simulator. We implemented
a special backend in the simulator that converts to code-
generation calls, e.g., __quantum__qis__x__body(i) gener-
ating a “X Qi” QCIS instructions. These instructions will be
collected and mapped to real hardware using our qubit map-
ping pass. In the pass, we adopt an algorithm in [48] that uses
simulated annealing to find a good initial mapping scheme
and then uses heuristic search to schedule operations, i.e.,
insert swap gates. For demonstration, we choose a 56-qubit
superconducting quantum processor. The qubit topology of
this processor and the chosen qubits by themapper are shown
in Fig. 4. The circuit immediate after the mapping pass is
given in Fig. 5.

After the qubit mapping pass, we re-import the circuit as
isQ-IR to perform retargeting (to eliminate the SWAP gate),
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FIGURE 5. Circuit representation after qubit mapping.

FIGURE 6. Final program after postmapping optimization.

canonicalization (to cancel Hadamard andCZ gates from the
SWAP gate), lowering to QIR and QCIS code generation, to
get the final runnable QCIS program.
Finally, to illustrate the effect of these optimizations,

we conducted real-hardware experiments on the processor
depicted in Fig. 4. We ran the circuit in Fig. 6, comprising 19
gates. For comparison, we ran another circuit generated by
running the circuit in Fig. 2 on the processor, using the same
qubit mapping scheme but without any optimizations. This
generated circuit comprises 39 gates. The results are shown
in Fig. 7. Both circuits were executed for 12 000 shots. For
the optimized circuit, 5687 shots return the correct results,
i.e., the success rate is 47.39%; in contrast, the other circuit
only has 1103 correct shots, i.e., the success rate is 9.19%.
These experiments show that our optimizations bring notice-
able improvement.

B. PROGRAM WITH CLASSICAL CONTROL
We then give the second example, iterative phase estimation,
a quantum algorithm that requires real-time feedback con-
trol.
Example V.2 (Iterative phase estimation): Iterative phase

estimation (IPE) [36] is a kind of phase estimation algo-
rithm requiring only one ancilla qubit [11], [37]. IPE requires
real-time intermediate measurement and feedback control:
For every iteration, the ancilla qubit is operated on, mea-
sured, and reset; the parameter of RZ gate in each iteration
is determined by previous measurement outcomes; all gates
andmeasurementsmust be finishedwithin decoherence time.
The circuit of IPE is depicted in Fig. 8 The following is our
isQ program for a two-qubit, 20-bit precision IPE instance:

FIGURE 7. Top: The probabilistic distribution of results of the optimized
circuit. Bottom: The probabilistic distribution of results of the circuit
directly from mapping the raw circuit.

We created two examples, IPE the example above, and
IPE-9, an IPE instance butU is a 9-qubit gate. We write two
examples in both isQ and Q#, and compile and simulate them
to compare the compilation and simulation performance. All
experiments are carried out on the same PC with an Intel
i9-11900 K CPU.
Table 2 shows that our toolchain has much smaller over-

head for both compilation and execution for IPE. While Q#
toolchain compiles the controlled-U in IPE-9 into mutiqubit
controlled gates and runs such controlled gates directly on the
simulator, we are able to compile the program into finer-grain
cnot and U3 gates and simulate them with a low overhead
while preserving overall performance.
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FIGURE 8. Circuit of iterative phase estimation.

TABLE 2. Evaluation Results Between isQ and Q# on Comping and
Simulating Two Programs

FIGURE 9. Loop body in circuit form. The +1 and −1 boxes represent the
“increment” gate and its inverse. The dashed box represents the negated
controller to the inversed gate.

C. COMPILING LOOP PROGRAMS
To show the optimizing capability of our compiler on high-
level program structures, we give an example of using our
compiler to compile and schedule a quantum loop program.
Example V.3: (Quantum random walk) Quantum random

walk is the quantum analog of classical random walk. Quan-
tum random walk is done by alternatively performing a coin-
tossing operator on the coin space and a walking operator
on both the coin space and walk space. We give an example
of performing a quantum random walk using a Hadamard
coin on a 2-qubit walking space, or equivalently, on the graph
of a square. The loop body is given in Fig. 9, where the
“increment” procedure and its inverse are represented by the
boxes marked as +1 and −1, respectively. Note that two X
gates are needed to change the controlled gate to one with
the negated controller.

Traditionally, optimizing quantum program compilers per-
form circuit optimization on unrolled quantum circuits
only. While optimizing the entire quantum circuit allows
maximizing circuit optimization, it requires the compilation
time to grow as the number of gates in the entire program
grows.
Specifically, for simple quantum loop programs consist-

ing of f or-loops, isQ supports performing gate-level opti-
mization at loop-level without having to unroll the entire
loop [50]: if a gate at the beginning of an iteration can be
canceled out or merged into one U3 gate with another gate
from the next iteration. By leveraging MLIR support for
affine expressions, our compiler is able to analyze which
gates across iterations can be merged, therefore reducing the
number of gates and total depth.
Example V.4: For the loop body in Fig. 9, if we unroll

the loop body and allow U3 gate, starting from the second
iteration every H gate can be merged with the last X gate
from the previous iteration. By detecting this pattern, we can
compile the original loop into an equivalent loop program
that performs this gate merging:

We compared our compiler with the Qiskit compiler in
compiling the program in Example V.3. Both compilers com-
pile the program into {CZ,U3} basis. Since Qiskit does not
support interiteration optimizations, we conducted a third
group of experiments where we instruct Qiskit to first unroll
the loop and then optimize the unrolled circuit. The following
two metrics are used in the comparison.

1) Average loop kernel depth. This metric characterizes
the average circuit depth of a single iteration of the
loop. For isQ and Qiskit without explicit loop un-
rolling, the average loop kernel depth is obtained by
counting the circuit depth of the optimized loop body.
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TABLE 3. Evaluation Results of isQ and Qiskit Compiling a Loop Program

For Qiskit with explicit loop unrolling, the average
loop kernel is obtained by performing optimization on
the unrolled circuit and dividing the total depth by the
number of iterations.

2) Compilation time.We testedmultiple optimization lev-
els of Qiskit and measured the time of the whore com-
piling process.

The evaluation result is presented in Table 3. When Qiskit
compiles the loop without unrolling, the resulted depth is
larger than isQ, meaning the resulted circuit would run a
longer time on a quantum computer. When the circuit is first
unrolled, the average loop kernel depth becomes smaller.
However, it is still slightly larger than isQ. The reason is that
the default O3 transpiler of Qiskit does not remove a redun-
dant identity single-qubit gate generated in the compilation.
In addition, our compiler also saves compilation time by

optimizing directly on the loop program without having to
unroll the loop. It can be seen from the table that the compi-
lation time is nearly the same for different iteration numbers.
However, the compilation time for Qiskit scales with the
iteration number. Although current NISQ hardware may not
support the large number of gates listed in the table, we an-
ticipate that as quantum hardware develops to support deeper
circuits and higher-level control flow, direct optimization of
quantum loop programs will become increasingly important,
just like its role in the compilation of classical programs.

D. COMPILING RECURSIVE QUANTUM PROGRAMS
In Section V-B, quantum programs with classical control are
discussed. Nowadays, many quantum software tools support
the classical control flow. We still take Qiskit for example.
After the OpenQASM 3.0 [11] was proposed, Qiskit has ex-
panded its support for various classical control flow features,
including mid-circuit measurements, if-branches, for-loops,
and while-loops. However, it currently does not support re-
cursion. In this section, we present two examples of quantum
programs that incorporate recursion. We demonstrate how to
write these programs using the isQ language and compile
them into low-levels IRs.
Example V.5: The first example from the work in [15]

demonstrates a recursive procedure characterized by a

FIGURE 10. Flowchart of a recursive procedure.

flowchart depicted in Fig. 10. In this flowchart, the term
“discard r” refers to a reset operation, i.e., “r := |0〉.” The ex-
ample serves to showcase isQ’s capabilities in compiling re-
cursive quantum programs and implementing optimizations
on high-level program structures.
We implement the example in isQ, as shown in the

following:

Compiling the program directly without any optimiza-
tions, as shown in the flowchart, leads to the creation of a
new ancilla qubit at every level of recursion, which restricts
the recursion depth when only a small number of qubits are
available. Whereas, the isQ compiler identifies an optimiza-
tion opportunity by reusing measured qubit: Once qubit p
has been measured with the outcome stored in a classical
variable, it can be recycled and reused at the next recursion
level; when the ancilla is freed, the state of original p can be
easily restored according to previous measurement outcome.
Consequently, only three qubits are required overall, regard-
less of the recursion depth.
We demonstrate how the optimization is done at IR level.

The procedure proc_X is compiled to IR snippet as follows:
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Our compiler is able to find the following.

1) The lifetime of the qubit allocated in the loop is out-
lived by the lifetime of the qubit in the procedure pa-
rameter.

2) As of allocation, the state of the outer qubit just went
through a measurement.

Therefore, the measured qubit can be reused as the ancilla
and restored when the ancilla usage is finished, eliminating
the allocation in the loop:

The second example is the RFS including both recursion
and oracle definitions.
Example V.6 (Recursive Fourier Sampling): RFS [49],

[51] is the recursive version of the Bernstein–Vazirani algo-
rithm in SectionV-A. The height-hRFS problem is defined to
be a h-depth tree with each subtree of the root corresponding
to a height-(h− 1) RFS. The RFS problem could be solved
recursively. The following is an instance of RFS of height-2.

The isQ software stack can compile this RFS instance into
various IRs, such as eQASMandQCIS. The difference is that
eQASM supports dynamic classical control while compiling
it to QCIS requires unrolling the entire program, resulting in
an extensive static circuit. We have evaluated the compiled
output using both the eQASM simulator and the QCIS sim-
ulator we implemented. In both cases, the correct result of 1
was obtained, indicating that g(s) = 1 for this instance.

VI. CONCLUSION
This article describes a software stack for quantum program-
ming, including a high-level quantum programming lan-
guage and tools to compile and simulate the programs. The
isQ programming language provides a series of high-level
language features to facilitate writing quantum programs.
By leveraging MLIR infrastructure, we defined isQ-IR, an
MLIR dialect for representing quantum-classical hybrid pro-
grams, and built an isQ compiler, allowing some powerful
transformations and optimizations of isQ programs. Finally,
backend code-generators and simulators allow isQ programs
to be finally compiled to and tested out on different back-
ends, both simulated environment and real superconducting
hardware, and also allow cooperation with lower-level com-
pilation toolchains.
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A. FUTURE WORK
Potential future works include further extending the isQ
programming stack and adding more optimization passes,
resource analysis and adding assertion functions, etc. Tar-
geting isQ to more different kinds of quantum hardware,
e.g., trapped-ion quantum devices, is also one of the future
tasks.
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